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Abstract—The problem of coordination without a priori in-
formation about the environment is important in robotics. Ap-
plications vary from formation control to search and rescue.
This paper considers the problem of search by a group of
solitary robots: self-interested robots without a priori knowledge
about each other, and with restricted communication capacity.
When the capacity of robots to communicate is limited, they
may obliviously search in overlapping regions (i.e. be subject to
interference). Interference hinders robot progress, and strategies
have been proposed in the literature to mitigate interference [1],
[2]. Interaction of solitary robots has attracted much interest in
robotics, but the problem of mitigating interference when time
for search is limited remains an important area of research. We
propose a coordination strategy based on the method of cellular
decomposition [3] where we employ the concept of soft obstacles:
a robot considers cells assigned to other robots as obstacles. The
performance of the proposed strategy is demonstrated by means
of simulation experiments. Simulations indicate the utility of the
strategy in situations where a known upper bound on the search
time precludes search of the entire environment.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, researchers and engineers have been in-
creasingly interested in coordinating systems of intelligent
robots, with applications ranging from formation control to
search and rescue. The problem of coordination is important in
robotics, for example, where a group of robots need to achieve
some task [3]–[11]. This work considers the case of search by
multiple robots. Search of an environment consists of finding
targets by exploring the environment. In this work, coverage
is a proxy for finding targets: the exploration performance of
a robot is taken to be proportional to its area covered.
This paper considers situations where solitary robots: self-
interested robots without a priori knowledge about each other
and limited communication, search an unknown environment.
Real mobile robots have limited communication capacity [12].
A recent survey of solutions to problems of limited commu-
nication can be found in [13].
We assume that when a robot starts searching, the only
information it has about the environment is the region that it
can perceive from its initial location. The scale and boundary
locations of the environment are also unknown, although a
hard boundary can be sensed when within perception range.
It is also assumed that robots have a limited time for search:
the environment is wide and robots cannot explore it entirely,
even were the environment known [1]. The constraint on time
could be, for example, due to limited battery power of robots.
One of the main concerns induced when robots with limited
communication explore an unknown environment is interfer-
ence: robots may obliviously search in overlapping regions
which hinders robot progress. Interference can also be a
concern for robots which some priori knowledge [1], [2].
In the case of solitary robots, the only moment that robots
detect interference is when they meet. Under limited com-
munication, the meeting of solitary robots is just a fortunate
coincidence (as in accidental or symmetric rendezvous [14]).
In this work, the accidental rendezvous strategy will refer to
a strategy where robots meet only accidentally.
When search involves multiple robots, one would like a
group of robots that know about each other to explore non-
overlapping regions – this is termed sustainability in [2]. It is
assumed that robots are effective in making use of information
they possess. Consequently, each group member typically
should cover almost the same area in size. (We ignore gradient
in the exploration of regions.)
This paper proposes a coordination strategy based on the
method of cellular decomposition [3] and the use of soft obsta-
cles. The proposed strategy provides sustainable performance
when the time for search is limited (insufficient to cover the
entire search area) and known. A shorter version of this work
can be found in [15]. Here we extend the theoretical and
practical investigation of the proposed coordination strategy.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section II
discusses related work, focusing particularly on the accidental
rendezvous and periodic rendezvous strategies. Section III
motivates and presents the proposed strategy. Section IV
compares the approaches and discusses the results. In Section
V, we conclude and propose further work.
II. RELATED WORK
The accidental rendezvous strategy applies a frontier-based
approach for exploration of unknown environments [16], [17].
Frontiers are regions at the boundary between explored and
unexplored regions. Frontier-based strategies are greedy algo-
rithm and differ primarily in how frontiers are selected.
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Greedy algorithms are optimal for coverage problems, as
they are a special form of submodular optimization [18].
The main work using rendezvous in exploring unknown
environments can be found in [1], [2], [19]. An interesting
approach which provides a solution to mitigate interference
with sustainable exploration performance was proposed in [1]:
at each rendezvous, the search space is divided into sectors
(i.e. unbounded regions) to which robots are assigned. For
example, the most westerly part of the environment might be
assigned to a robot. The soft obstacle strategy proposed here
also applies this idea of assigning robots to sectors.
However, dividing areas into sectors can result in uneven
assignment, which promotes interference. When uneven as-
signment, robots have different-sized areas to explore. For ex-
ample, an uneven assignment arises when robots interact close
to a boundary of the environment which they ignore while
coordinating. In Figure 1b for instance, the areas assigned
to two of the robots (the green and red trajectories indicate
these robots) are partly outside the environment, something the
robots are unaware of when coordinating, as boundaries of the
environment are unknown until encountered. Thus, assigning
sectors under the accidental rendezvous strategy may lead to
interference, and hence to non-sustainable performance.
(a) (b)
Fig. 1: Illustration of assignment of sectors with four robots
(coloured circles are robots, the lines show their respective
trajectories). (1a): even assignment, robots start at the centre
of the environment. The chance of overlap is small. (1b):
uneven assignment, robots ignore that they start close to a
boundary, so the chance of overlap is high (see crossed lines).
To address uneven assignment, robots could schedule further
meetings to share additional information. However, scheduled
meetings induce interruptibility: robots cease new knowledge
acquisition when the rendezvous time arrives. They stop
knowledge acquisition to travel to the rendezvous point. It
has been shown that interruptibility can consume up to half
of the search time [2]. Methods exist which mitigate inter-
ruptibility. For example, the exploration method proposed in
[19] indirectly mitigated interruptibility. The method consists
of two types of robots (explorer and relay) and a base station.
The explorers intentionally meet and share knowledge with
the relays. The latter transfer the shared information to the
base station. Interruptibility is mitigated by the fact that the
explorer and relay meet closer to the frontiers of the explorer.
In the approach taken in this work, all robots are explorers
and no base station is present.
Another solution in the literature which mitigates inter-
ruptibility has robots plan to meet other robots before the
rendezvous time arrives [2]. Two challenging aspects need to
be handled in this case: forecasting of the current positions
of the robots involved; and forecasting of the paths taken
by the robots from their current positions. To address these
challenges, the method proposed by Hourani et al. is based on
serendipity [2]. Usually, when robots interrupt exploration to
attend a rendezvous, new information might not be gained. To
address this negative impact, some robots, which are referred
to as serendip robots, plan to interact with other members
before the rendezvous time arrives by forecasting their paths.
Thus interruptibility is mitigated.
For the contribution here, this work applies the cellular
decomposition strategy to search of an unknown environ-
ment by solitary robots. The approach aims to produce an
interruptibility-free strategy with sustainable exploration per-
formance. Cellular decomposition allows robots to explore
non-overlapping regions, thus interference is mitigated. Cel-
lular decomposition also allows robots to avoid the need to
schedule further rendezvous, thus reducing interruptibility.
The region assigned to a robot is termed an exploration
region. Here, a robot considers exploration regions assigned
to others as soft obstacles. Thus, it eschews those regions,
although a robot can move through soft obstacles if it would
otherwise be trapped because surrounded by explored regions.
III. SOFT-OBSTACLE STRATEGY
The proposed coordination strategy is an heuristic tech-
nique, which means it seeks for a satisfactory solution. Solitary
robots, being self-interested, do not have a common goal.
Solitary robots work under bounded rationality. Due to limited
knowledge of a solitary robot in terms of the tractability of the
problem and information about others, a satisfactory solution
may be needed [20]. This work assumes the following:
• the environment is a static, wide and initially unknown
2D gridworld, although boundaries can be detected when
encountered;
• targets are uniformly and independently distributed.
• robots are solitary, autonomous, homogeneous and
uniquely identifiable. A noise-free system is considered,
but uncertainty can be incorporated;
• there could be many robots searching, but coordination
involves only a small number of robots at a time (coor-
dination of up to ten robots will be considered here).
The key concern with sectors (i.e. unbounded regions)
which this work aims to handle is that of the behaviour
of robots in cases of uneven or unbalanced assignment. We
propose a way to allow a robot to explore outside of its sector,
taking into account other robot sectors, in order to reduce
interference. It is to be noted that the main difference between
the soft obstacle strategy and the strategy of sectors applied in
[1] is that the soft obstacle strategy assigns bounded regions
to robots. Sectors are not bounded.
In summary, the problem considered in this paper is the pro-
vision of a coordination strategy for multiple solitary robots. In
the case studied here, robots can coordinate only when they are
in the same vicinity. The strategy targets the situation where
search time is known and bounded, for example, by an attribute
of the robot such as available battery time.
A. Intuitive considerations in the soft obstacle strategy
To contribute effectively to a group search, each robot
should avoid searching areas others have already covered. To
achieve this, we make use of the following two insights:
1) since the upper bound on search time is known in
advance, a robot can use this information to evaluate the
maximum area it can cover;
2) if a robot knows the regions assigned to other robots,
it can plan to avoid exploring those regions. A robot is
aware of other robots’ regions only through rendezvous.
These insights are used in our approach when constructing
the exploration region points for the cellular decomposition
strategy [3]. However, just as with the approach of sectors ap-
plied in [1], there remain other major concerns when applying
cellular decomposition in an unknown environment.
• First, the region assigned to a robot could be partly
outside the environment, which the robot is not aware
of at the start (X3 in Figure 2). This is because robots
might not have information about the boundaries of the
environment while coordinating.
• Second, the exploration region of a robot could be occu-
pied by obstacles (black boxes and circle in Figure 2).
Fig. 2: Illustration of a coordination based on the method of
cellular decomposition with four robots. Black boxes and circle
denote obstacles. The most thickened lines denote boundaries of the
search space and the squares with solid lines are exploration regions.
Areas assigned to a robot might include parts which are
inaccessible because they are occupied by obstacles or because
they lie outside the search region. This can lead to robots
having uneven assignments. When an uneven assignment is
not addressed, robots may explore overlapping regions. Inter-
ference is more likely to occur in cases of uneven assignment.
Let W and O denote the search environment and the set of
obstacles in W respectively. With Wc the complement of W ,
the inaccessible region is given by
O ∪Wc . (1)
A robot first creates a virtual world, meaning that some parts
of its region might not be in the real environment. When its
exploration region is partly accessible, the robot explores the
accessible part first (details on exploring accessible regions
will be provided later). Subsequently, the robot looks for
another exploration region, taking into account the exploration
regions assigned to others (i.e. soft obstacles) that it is aware
of. For a robot, the soft obstacles are prohibited regions.
An important consequence of the above approach is that no
matter what might prevent a robot from exploring its assigned
exploration region (such as uneven assignment), other robots
are prohibited from searching in that exploration region. This
is an important feature of the strategy.
In Figure 2, for example, most of the exploration region of
robot R3 is outside the environment (i.e. it is inaccessible). The
robot R3, after exploring the accessible area of its exploration
region, needs to get another exploration region. Given that
R3 knows the exploration regions of the other three robots,
to get a fresh exploration region R3 should follow a direction
leading to the complement of the soft obstacles. In Figure 2 for
example, R3 can follow the direction indicated by the arrow
on top of its exploration region.
In coordination, the robots concerned choose a leader. To
choose a leader, we consider the approach used in [21]. In
[21], a leader is elected based on closeness centrality—the
closeness centrality of a robot is the reciprocal average of the
depths between the robot and all other robots. Robots involved
in interaction build a spanning tree first by message passing,
then they choose a leader which has the highest closeness
centrality. We consider situations where choosing a leader at
the central position is important, for efficient transmission.
The elected leader assigns exploration regions to the par-
ticipating robots using the Hungarian algorithm [22] to mini-
mize robot-to-region travelling time. Robots use straight lines
to reach their respective exploration regions while avoiding
obstacles or soft obstacles.
In addition to the problem of assignment of regions to
robots, an obstacle avoidance system must be incorporated
in order to enable robots to avoid obstacles encountered.
Techniques used to avoid obstacles are introduced next.
B. Obstacle avoidance techniques
We consider two situations for obstacle avoidance: when a
robot is moving to an exploration region and when a robot
is exploring its region. For the former case, various methods
can be applied which include the potential field, the vector
field histogram methods and the local navigation method
[23]–[25]. For simplicity, we use a Bug algorithm [26]. Bug
algorithms are simple methods used for path planning to avoid
an unexpected obstacle in the robot motion by updating the
directional angle of a robot when an obstacle is detected.
Bug algorithms assume only local knowledge of the search
environment (i.e. obstacles are unknown) and a goal, and
the robot knows directions (and can evaluate the Euclidean
distance) towards the goal. The robot has a limited perception
range. When a robot detects an obstacle, it follows the trajec-
tory of the obstacle boundary. Bug algorithms are based on
the two following principles. To avoid a detected obstacle the
robot,
• follow the closest edge of the obstacle, towards right, left,
up or down.
• move in a straight line toward a goal.
Here, goal can be either the exploration region of the robot
(when the robot is travelling to its exploration region) or a
boundary of its exploration region (when the robot is exploring
its region using zigzag).
There exist various variants of Bug algorithms, including
Bug 1, Bug 2, and Distance Bug. Some Bug algorithms, as
listed above, can be seen as improvement to others to some
extent. For instance Distance Bug is an improvement of Bug 2
and the latter is an improvement to Bug 1. The three variants
are described as follows.
In Bug 1, when a robot encounters an obstacle while
travelling towards the goal, it follows a canonical direction
until the location of the initial encounter is reached. After
reaching the initial encounter, the robot follows the boundary
of that obstacle to reach the point along the boundary that
is closest to the goal. Once reached that closest point, the
robot moves directly toward the goal. It repeats the same
behaviour when new obstacles are encountered (Figure 3a).
The revolving behaviour of the robot around each and every
obstacle is computationally costly. Let xi and ai be the initial
point of the robot and the goal respectively. Let C(xi, ai)
denote the performance of a robot to get to ai from xi. The
worst case performance is upper bounded by
C(xi, ai) ≤ δ(xi, ai) + 3
2
k∑
j=1
pj , (2)
where δ(xi, ai) is the Euclidean distance xi to ai, pj is the
perimeter of the ijth obstacle, and k is the number of obstacles
encountered by the robot. Bug 2 addresses this issue in Bug
1.
In Bug 2, when a robot encounters an obstacle, it starts
moving along the edge of the obstacle until it finds a point
along the boundary of the obstacle with the same slope
(Figure 3b). Then the robot moves to the goal. The worst case
performance is upper bounded by
C(xi, ai) ≤ δ(xi, ai) + 1
2
k∑
j=1
njpj , (3)
where nj is the number of times the jth obstacle crosses the
line segment between xi and ai. In Bug 2, looking for a
point along the boundary generating a line to the goal with
the same slope as that of the line from xi and ai can slow the
procedure of obstacle avoidance. Distance Bug, which we use
in this work, improves Bug 2 in that regards. In Distance Bug,
When a robot encounters an obstacle , it chooses points which
minimise the distance to the goal while avoiding obstacle
(Figure 3c). The worst case performance is upper bounded
by
C(xi, ai) ≤ δ(xi, ai) + 1
3
k∑
j=1
njpj , (4)
where nj is the number of times the jth obstacle crosses the
line segment between xi and ai.
(a) (b)
(c)
Fig. 3: Illustration of obstacle avoidance using Bug algorithms
where red filled circle denotes a robot Ri, black rectangle an
obstacle and white square with black boundary the exploration
region of Ri, Xi. (3a): Bug 1. (3b): Bug 2. (3c): Distance Bug.
Regarding obstacle avoidance during a robot’s exploration
of its assigned region, we propose a simple strategy to avoid
obstacles. A robot applies a motion pattern (the motion pattern
will be described in Subsection III-F) to search its assigned
region. If it encounters an obstacle, it attempts to maintain
the pattern to the extent possible while avoiding the obstacle.
This means that when it completes the current motion pattern
some sub-regions might still be relatively unexplored. When it
finishes applying its current motion pattern, it therefore must
determine whether its current exploration region still contains
significant unexplored areas, and to focus on these, or to seek
a fresh search region based on the remaining search time. To
determine the unexplored area, a robot generates seeds over its
exploration region, sampled from a uniform distribution. The
seeds indicate the size and location of the unexplored area.
Figure 4b and Figure 4c illustrate obstacle avoidance.
C. Soft-obstacle strategy: cellular decomposition
Let Xi, C(t)i and Z(t)i denote the exploration region, the
explored region and the interference region of robot Ri at
time t respectively.
Two components make up soft obstacles: the region C(t)i al-
ready explored and known to the robot Ri and the interference
regions Z(t)i , i.e., exploration regions of other robots. The soft
obstacles B(t)i of robot Ri are
B(t)i = C(t)i ∪ Z(t)i . (5)
Ri’s exploration region Xi is a grid and is composed of at
least one cell. Initially, Xi has a single cell. It is decomposed
into other cells when Ri avoids encountered obstacles in Xi
as explained above in Subsection III-B. Assume that the coor-
dination procedure lasts for ∆T . At the end of coordination,
the interference region of a robot Ri is updated to include the
other robots’ exploration regions.
Z(t+∆T )i = Z(t)i ∪
(⋃
j 6=i
Xj
)
, (6)
An exploration region of a robot is characterised by a width,
a height, and its left lower corner.
The sensing area by a robot is a circle. 1The maximum area
that a robot can scan in τ time units is
A(τ) = pi r2 + 2γrτ , (7)
where γ (γ > 0) denotes the motion scale and r denotes
the perception range of robots. A motion scale is a positive
real number that denotes the number of points scanned on
a line by a robot per unit of time and it is fixed. Robots
can have different motion scales. In this work homogeneous
solitary robots have the same motion scale, γ. In interaction,
robots fuse their individual information and assign to each
other fresh exploration regions. Algorithms used to fuse data
and to mission robots are described next.
D. Data fusion and mission plans
A local leader has three roles: it receives individual data
from others, it coordinates the plans for their next actions and
replicates decisions (missions) to others. Since search is the
use case of this paper, robots’ data also contains maps. Robots
need to combine their individual maps.
The following step is to send individual data to the leader.
Each robot has its own internal coordinate system. When
two robots intend to merge their maps, unification of internal
coordinate systems must be done. To fuse data, we consider
a general framework proposed in [27]. The framework uses
robot-to-robot measurements to achieve map fusion.
The process of data fusion starts from robots with lower
degrees. The leader must be the last to receive.
A robot Ri sends data to robot Rj following format
(H(t)i , C(t)i ) where C(t)i denotes the map from Ri and H(t)i
the interaction history of Ri at time t from their respective
coordinate systems. The algorithm of data fusion applied by
a single robot Ri is illustrated in Algorithm 1. In Algorithm
1, Ni denote the immediate neighbours of the robot Ri.
1But the sensing area can take other shapes. This should only have a slight
impact on the initial and final conditions of the solution.
Algorithm 1 data-fusion()
1: for all Rj ∈ Ni such that deg(Rj) < deg(Ri) do
2: C(t)i ← C(t)i ∪ C(t)j
3: H(t)i ← H(t)i ∪H(t)j
4: end for
When the leader has received all the information, it applies
the coordination strategy. After combining individual data and
making plans, the leader replicates the results to others. The
algorithm that a robot Ri applies for mission plans is given in
Algorithm 2. The involved robots adopt the coordinate system
of the leader. In Algorithm 2, (XY )i denotes the internal
coordinate system of the robot Ri.
Algorithm 2 mission-plan()
1: for all Rj ∈ Ni and deg(Rj) > deg(Ri) do
2: H(t)j ← H(t)i
3: (XY )j ← (XY )i
4: gets the exploration region Xj of Rj
5: end for
The interaction history of Ri is given as follows,
H(t)i = {(Rj , lj , hj , aj) : ∀Rj ∈ Ni} , (8)
where Rj denotes robots already interacted with Ri (or robots
which Ri has histories of), lj , hj and aj denote length, height
and centroid of the exploration region of the robot Rj .
In applying cellular decomposition in the proposed coor-
dination strategy, the elected leader intentionally leaves unex-
plored spaces (or margins) between robots’ exploration regions
(the dotted blue lines around an exploration region in Figure
2). Margins are to be used by robots whose exploration regions
are partly inaccessible as each robot plans independently. Use
of margins is part of the novelty of the proposed approach.
E. Measure of margins
When the region Xi of Ri is partly accessible, the margin
Mi will allow the robot Ri to avoid interference when it
is travelling to a new exploration region. It should be noted
that robots also explore margins. Once in a margin, the robot
considers the margin as an exploration region and explores it
entirely before moving to its fresh exploration region. In other
words, a margin is a path from the current location of the robot
to its new exploration region. The area of the margin Mi of a
robot Ri is proportional to a time τ0. The value of τ0, given in
Equation 9, is the amount of time a robot will take to explore
its margin. The width of a margin is m (m ≥ 2r).
τ0 =
2
rγ
(
m2 +m
√
pir2 + 2γr(τ − t−∆T )
)
. (9)
The augmented exploration region of Ri, which is Mi∪Xi,
has the following area
pi r2 + 2γr(τ + τ0 − t−∆T ) , (10)
where t is the amount of time already spent. The approach
used by a robot to explore its region is discussed next.
F. Zigzag search
To cover its exploration region, a robot applies a zigzag
search2 [3]. For the benchmark coordination algorithms, a
robot will use a frontier-based search algorithm to cover its
exploration region. In zigzag search, the robot moves back and
forth from one side of its region to the other, along parallel
paths. For instance, a robot may move from west to east back
and forth towards the north (Figure 4a). The soft obstacle
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 4: Application of zigzag search. (4a): an obstacle-free explo-
ration region. (4c): a region occupied by a regular polygonal obsta-
cle. (4b): a region occupied by a non-regular polygonal obstacle.
strategy used by a robot Ri is given in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 soft-obstacles(τ, r, γ,∆t)
1: t← 0
2: the location xi of Ri is set to its initial position
3: C(t)i ← Br(xi),Z(t)i ← ∅
4: initialise the exploration region Xi from Equation 7
5: Ri applies the zigzag search
6: while t < τ and unexplored regions available do
7: if Ri interacts with P (P ≥ 1) robot(s) then
8: choose a leader Rk among the interacting robots
9: Rk combines the explored region C(t)j and interaction histories H(t)j of
other robots Rj using Algorithm 1
10: if the robot Ri is the elected leader then
11: Ri assigns mission plans to other robots using Algorithm 2
12: else
13: Ri waits for its exploration region from the leader
14: end if
15: Ri updates its soft obstacle B(t+∆T )i
16: t← t+ ∆T
17: Ri applies the zigzag search
18: end if
19: t← t+ ∆t
20: end while
Regarding research issues, the soft obstacle strategy inherits
completeness from the zigzag search and cellular decom-
position [3]. However, the soft obstacle strategy can suffer
from high computational complexity. The soft obstacle strat-
egy is based on cellular decomposition. Decomposition of
exploration regions in the soft obstacle strategy application
is computationally costly. In interaction, robots determine
exploration regions to travel to.
Also, the coordination strategy is not recommended for sit-
uations where coordination involves a large number of robots,
because the unknown environment might not be decomposed
efficiently. If many robots have inaccessible regions, it might
not be possible for each robot to acquire a non-overlapping
region independently before the end of the search. Experiments
on this aspect will be investigated in future.
2But other algorithms could be applied such as the spiral search and
frontier-based search.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For experimental investigation, the accidental rendezvous
strategy (ARS), the periodic rendezvous strategy (PRS) and
our proposed soft obstacle strategy (SOS) are considered.
Two aspects will then be investigated: (1) Experimental
investigation of the sustainability of the exploration perfor-
mance of robots which start searching within the same vicinity.
(2) Theoretical analysis of the most appropriate strategy for
coordination of solitary robots. For the experimental investi-
gation, we consider four ways to compare the three strategies
(following the representation of [1], [2]):
(i) We run a one-shot experiment and we plot robot indi-
vidual coverage at the end of the search.
(ii) We show the robot coverage over time during the search.
(iii) We run a one-shot experiment with each strategy and we
show the robots’ individual trajectories.
(iv) We run 150 experiments, 50 each on three different
environments, and plot means and standard deviations
of coverage per strategy (Figure 11).
In terms of results, we expect ARS and SOS to outperform
PRS in terms of coverage, because PRS suffers from interrupt-
ibility. On the other hand, PRS should outperform ARS and
SOS in sustainability. We expect SOS to outperform ARS in
both coverage and sustainability. We use the standard devia-
tions of robot coverages to measure sustainability. This should
be small in the case of sustainable performance. Performance
will be evaluated based on coverage area. The maximum area
that a robot can cover, A(τ), can be computed as in Equation
7. Coverage will be reported as a percentage of A(τ).
A. Experimental setup
The perception range was set to r = 20 and the motion scale
to γ = 1. Three unstructured worlds were considered (Figure
5) and location-based sensing was simulated. The environment
used to run simulations was 480 × 600. The simulator was
built in Python and Qt, a C++ cross-platform application
framework for graphical user interfaces. We included our own
implementation of ARS and PRS into the simulator.
In PRS, the rendezvous time tr was set as done in [2] as,
tr = 2× a+ b ,
where a is the time required to travel between the rendezvous
point and the current locations of the involved robots, and b
is a threshold which provides a time that robots can use to
explore as they move to the rendezvous point. For the first
rendezvous, a is set to 50 steps. For further rendezvous, it
depends on the area of the shared explored regions between
the robots involved. The rendezvous point is chosen by the
leader in the shared explored region.
The known upper bound amount of time for search is
determined as follows,
τ = k ×
(
wh
2γrN
− pir
2γ
)
,
where w and h denote the width and the height of the search
environment, and k is defined in [0.5, 0.8]. The factor k is
used to vary the width of the area to explore. Experiments were
conducted (Table I) with k = 0.6. It should be noted that, this
N 2 3 4 7 8 10
τ 2141 1421 1061 598 521 413
A 86896 58096 43696 25176 22096 17776
TABLE I: Experimental setup: for each number of robots (N ) and
the time for search (τ ), the maximum possible coverage per robot
A(τ) for this time will be used to evaluate robots’ performance.
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 5: The simulation environments used.
work does not define a process for determining environments
to run experiments. Environments are randomly generated.
B. Results
Figure 6 shows the results for two robots in the unknown en-
vironment illustrated in Figure 5. The three strategies perform
well in terms of sustainability. The performance (in intervals
in %) of A(τ) of SOS, ARS and PRS are 87.857 ± 0.437,
78.224 ± 3.715 and 50.755 ± 0.326 respectively. Robots had
an even assignment. ARS and SOS have good performance
in terms of coverage. But PRS has less coverage due to
interruptibility which took roughly 49% of the search time.
In Figure 7, robots also had an even assignment (the
horizontal straight lines on PRS correspond to interruptibility),
while Figure 8 shows the results for an uneven assignment.
With ARS for the latter, two robots (R1 and R3) suffered
from high interference.
Figure 9 and Figure 10 show results for teams of four
and seven robots respectively. In Figure 9 robots had an
uneven assignment. An uneven assignment does not affect
the sustainability of PRS significantly because robots meet
on a regular basis. Also ARS provides a good coverage
performance ( ≈ 25% of interference which includes overlap
and backtracking). In Figure 10, R1 has a low coverage as it
was exploring an already explored region. As expected, PRS
and SOS provide more sustainable performance than ARS.
Trajectories of robots (Figures 6 – 10) show that when SOS
robots may explore non-overlapping regions. In the ARS case
there is overlapping of regions.
Figure 11 shows summary coverage results from 150 ex-
periments. The results confirm that PRS provides the most
sustainable performance (its standard deviation is very small)
but with less coverage due to interruptibility. The robot perfor-
mance obtained with SOS is more sustainable than that with
ARS. SOS outperforms other strategies in coverage.
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Fig. 6: Individual coverage performance for a team of two robots.
(6a): final coverage achieved by individual robots. (6b): coverage
trends of coverage of individual robots over time. (6c): trajectories
of robots using SOS. Coloured dots are initial locations and coloured
arrows are ending points of robot trajectories. (6d): trajectories of
robots using ARS. (6e): trajectories of robots using PRS.
C. Discussion
1) Sustainability of exploration performance: the soft ob-
stacle strategy works well when the search time is known in
advance. Robots evaluate their exploration regions based on
the amount of remaining search time. The case of unlimited
time for search suits PRS the most.
ARS provides sustainable performance provided that robots
have an even assignment in interaction [1]. Otherwise, robots’
explorations will overlap. But sustainable performance is guar-
anteed in PRS [2], since robots maintain collaboration through
scheduled meetings. However, the approach is affected by
interruptibility, which can hinder fast coverage.
SOS can provide sustainable performance where the amount
of search time is limited and known. While coordinating,
the size of exploration regions assigned to robots by cellular
decomposition is a function of the amount of time for search
and the number of robots in interaction.
In the case of an uneven assignment with SOS, each of
the robots concerned considers the regions of others as soft
obstacles and avoids exploring these regions.
However, in the case of uneven assignment with a large
number of interacting robots, SOS might not outperform the
other two strategies. In addition, when considering a large
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Fig. 7: Individual coverage performance for a team of three robots.
number of robots, some robots may take long paths to reach
their assigned regions. Consequently, these robots may spend
more time traversing than searching.
2) Applicability of the strategies for solitary robots: PRS is
used to manage a team of robots which can schedule meetings
among themselves. In the case of solitary robots, a robot
can encounter different robots at different times. For such
robots to be incorporated into the team, a means would be
required to schedule them into future rendezvous. Moreover,
a robot encountering more than one team could have the
problem of being a candidate for many other rendezvous. For
instance, what happens if a robot which is going to rendezvous
encounters another robot from another local group also going
to rendezvous with its mates? If both decide to interact and
share information, they might miss their respective meetings.
If they do not interact, each misses the additional information
from the other. Based on our knowledge, this issue is not yet
fully addressed in the literature.
However, for situations such as map building where robots
are bound by a team goal, ARS and SOS might not be
recommended. Bound by a team goal, robots need to maintain
collaboration. In ARS and SOS, collaboration of robots is
always accidental. Suppose a robot Rj (that Ri has previously
met) meets another robot Rk which Ri is not aware of. How
can Ri learn from Rk? This situation can be nicely handled
with PRS. Another potential difficulty of strategies which
utilise accidental rendezvous, such as ARS and SOS, is that
in some cases a large amount of time may be spent in these
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Fig. 8: Individual coverage performance for a team of three robots.
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Fig. 9: Individual coverage performance for a team of four robots.
accidental interactions. This might particularly be so if there
is a large number of robots relative to the coverage area.
V. CONCLUSION
A novel interruptibility-free strategy was designed to mit-
igate interference with sustainable performance in situations
where solitary robots search an unknown environment when a
known upper bound on the search time is insufficient to allow
search of the entire search space.
An improvement is observed when robots have an uneven
assignment. An uneven assignment is when search areas
assigned to robots are unbalanced. This can arise, for example,
when robots ignore the fact that they meet close to a bound-
ary of the search environment. However, the soft obstacle
strategy is not recommended when robots are bound by a
team goal (e.g. map construction) as robots need to maintain
collaboration. In the periodic rendezvous strategy, exchange of
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Fig. 10: Individual coverage performance for a team of seven robots.
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Fig. 11: Error bars for the coordination strategies’ performance.
Robots start from random locations in close proximity to each other.
(11a): error bars with a team of eight robots. (11b): error bars with a
team of ten robots. The normalised coverage (in %) intervals obtained
with SOS, ARS and PRS are 83.140± 6.913, 68.108± 13.189 and
37.016±4.269 for the eight robots respectively; and 80.239±5.909,
63.053± 13.046 and 31.090± 2.574 for the ten robots respectively.
individual information between robots is maintained. The soft
obstacle strategy is recommended for self-interested robots.
The soft obstacle strategy proposed focuses on a limited
number of robots for coordination. A further avenue of re-
search could be to extend the work by considering how a large
number of robots could apply the strategy for coordination.
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